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Inclusions

This live and online workshop is designed to

introduce you to the fundamentals of research

impact and help you understand what it is, how

you can plan for it, and how to easily create more

opportunities to take your work to the next level. 

 

You will gain the skills and understand tools to

capture meaningful information that you can use

when writing about your impact in grant

applications, in assessment case studies, or

reporting to your funders and key stakeholders.

This workshop will help you articulate your

impact in a clear, logical and convincing way.

Creating, Capturing

and Communicating

Research Impact

In 2020, you need to understand
impact!

Workshop structure & modules

This full day workshop is delivered in three

sessions of two hours each.  Each session is

delivered live providing the opportunity to fully

participate in the same way as in a traditional

face to face workshop. 

Introduction to the workshop

Context setting - why translation and impact

is vital and what it means to you

Understanding the role of prospective and

retrospective impact

Terminology and definitions

What is a pathway to impact?

The known elements of successful pathways

How to map a successful pathway to impact

Understanding impact activities and outputs

Identifying impact elements - outcomes and

impacts

Learn about impact logic models + our

personal adapted model

Understand indicators for impact

Capture relevant evidence to show proof of

impact

Communicate Impact

Considering your reader

Crafting your narrative in a logical and clear

way

How to structure your key message and

problem statement

Examples of succinct and strong language

The ten step checklist for writing

about impact
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The Research Impact Academy is the leading
provider of KT training programs, coaching,
consulting and membership in Australia. Dr Tamika
Heiden, Principal of RIA, has dedicated herself to
the art and science of translation, built a program
of learning experiences to support researchers and
developed partnerships with international experts
and a world-leading paediatric hospital, all in the
interest of ensuring that research can change the
world!
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